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EBHS seniors look forward to graduation after a school year filled with virtual challenges
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It’s a Wrap for Class of 2021

by Julianna Moises and Kelly Tang

As the year comes to an end, seniors approach 

the moment they have been working towards: 

graduation. With this in mind, the 

administration worked diligently so that 

seniors can end the year on a positive note, 

despite the unprecedented circumstances they 

faced. Seniors excitedly await their set plans 

for the upcoming academic year.

     To say the very least, this year has been far 

from normal. Traditionally, graduation is held 

at the CURE Insurance Arena, but due to 

COVID restrictions, it is now taking place at 

the Jay Doyle Field at East Brunswick High 

School. The Leader of the Operation of 

Graduation, Mr. Petronko, said that “It has 

been a collaborative effort between vendors 



What a year it’s been, EBHS. When Mark Twain 

said that “truth is stranger than fiction,” it’s 

doubtful that even he had quite so strange a reality 

in mind.

     Reflecting on this past year is a challenge in and 

of itself. From coronavirus to Capitol riots, the last 

12 months could take up their own chapter in an 

APUSH textbook. But having lived through it all, 

we’ll remember what a textbook won’t cover: the 

joys of supplemental-free Fridays, the nostalgia of a 

Backyardigans resurgence, and the sanity we found 

in our friends and family.

     To the Class of 2021, this is far from the senior 

year you deserve. You’ve had a tougher go of it than 

most, but you’re stronger for it, and no matter what 

the future holds, we wish you all the best. Bigger 

and better things are ahead.

     Finally, we’d like to thank the 2020-2021 Clarion 

staff for their dedication, our advisors, Mr. Hynes 

and Mrs. Eliades, for their invaluable guidance, and 

Carley and Julia, our 2020-2021 Editors-in-Chief, for 

their leadership and support. You’ve left us big 

shoes to fill, but we’re excited to get the opportunity 

to do so as your 2021-2022 Editors-in-Chief.

     Congratulations on conquering this insane year, 

EBHS. See you all in September!

- Carson and Devin

From the Editors-in-Chief:
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From the Executive Assistant Editors:
Hello EBHS! This year has been quite the journey. Whether you were in-person or all virtual, hopefully you 

had time for growth and reflection. Even with this year’s trials and tribulations, we made it through, and 

we’ve emerged as better students, friends, and people.

     We’d like to give a big thank you to this past year’s Clarion senior editorial staff for all the work that they 

put into making The Clarion amazing despite all the virtual limitations. We’re extremely grateful for all of 

their hard work, creativity, and dedication, and wish them luck as they enter a new stage in their academic 

careers. We are excited to follow in their footsteps as your Executive Assistant Editors next year. We hope you 

all have an awesome summer break, and we can’t wait to see all of you in person next year!

- Sabrina and Aaron
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whose services [they] need to support the 

event.” For example, EBPD partnered with the 

administration and the EBHS school 

community to ensure safety and traffic control. 

Since the entire class will be there, these 

precautions are necessary to ensure that 

everything runs smoothly.

     Additionally, since COVID restrictions 

have eased, the administration has made 

numerous changes to graduation guidelines. 

Originally, graduates were told that only two 

guests were permitted. However, recently, Dr. 

Vinella said that he has “expanded it to four 

guests'' and is “glad to have everyone 

together.” Many seniors look forward to the 

news of welcoming a lot of their family 

members, since guests were restricted to two 

for numerous other events this year. 

Furthermore, guests are not required to wear 

masks outdoors or be spaced apart from one 

another. These are some of the most drastic 

changes for the East Brunswick High School 

community, so it is an exciting step towards 

normalcy.

     While graduation is a highly-anticipated 

event, seniors are now entering a new, 

exciting stage in their lives. Senior Aribah 

   

Khan said she “is looking forward to spending 

more time with [her] friends before college 

starts.” Most seniors have similar plans: to 

make more memories with friends and family 

and make up for lost time before the new year 

begins. Although many of them look forward 

to having a fresh start, some are nervous 

about what may be in store for them as many 

are traveling all over the country for higher 

education. As displayed on the EBHS Seniors 

Commit Instagram page, the majority of 

seniors are preparing to go to college. From 

Rutgers to UNC to UPenn, the senior class is 

going beyond East Brunswick High School to 

continue achieving success. 

      Despite obstacles such as COVID and 

virtual learning, the senior class deserves 

nothing but a successful graduation to end 

their high school careers. The administration 

has worked hard to recognize the hard work of 

this year’s graduates. No matter their post 

high school plans, seniors are preparing for 

the upcoming year outside of the East 

Brunswick community. It is no doubt that the 

class of 2021 will go on to accomplish many 

more amazing things.

by Dhihita Nishanth and Amanda Sun

Since the start of the pandemic in 2020, 

Americans have been eager to get back to life 

without mask-wearing. Vaccine roll-out has 

given this dream hope, and amid diminishing 

numbers of COVID-related infections and 

deaths, the CDC recently decided to lift the 
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mask mandate for those who are fully 

vaccinated. 

     People are considered fully vaccinated 

either 2 weeks after getting their second dose 

of the Pfizer or Moderna vaccine or 2 weeks 

after getting a single dose of the Johnson & 

Johnson vaccine. As per CDC guidelines, fully 

vaccinated individuals may “resume activities 

without wearing masks or physically 

distancing, except where required by federal, 

state, local, tribal, or territorial laws, rules, and 

regulations, including local business and 

workplace guidance.” This change came not 

long after the FDA authorized the use of the 

Pfizer vaccine for children aged 12 to 15. 

Previously, the vaccine had only been 

approved for individuals aged 16 or older.

     Despite some initial delay, New Jersey lifted 

its indoor mask and social distancing 

requirements for fully vaccinated people 

starting May 28 in accordance with CDC 

guidance. Mask requirements are still in place 

in certain public settings, including public 

transportation, health care facilities, K-12 

schools, child care centers, and summer 

camps. Additionally, unvaccinated individuals 

are strongly urged to continue wearing face 

coverings.

     While many see these developments as a 

sign of life heading back to normal, EBHS 

sophomore Jessica Theodore commented on 

how the mask mandate "is based on the honor 

system” and how “a majority of Americans 

aren’t vaccinated yet.”

     With this “honor system” in place, people’s 

vaccination status is not checked or verified, 

which could raise concerns about not 

knowing with certainty who is and isn’t fully 

vaccinated. The idea of using vaccine 

passports in order to deal with this issue has 

been bounced around by politicians, but these 

efforts have gone largely unsupported. The 

governors of Arizona, Montana, Idaho, Texas, 

and Florida have already announced that they 

are banning the use of vaccine passports on 

the basis that they violate the privacy and civil 
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The CDC lifted the mask mandate for fully vaccinated people
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Governor Murphy set the bar for 70% of adults 

in the state to be vaccinated by June 30th, and 

the CDC reported NJ growing closer to the 

goal of 4.3 million people currently vaccinated. 

Beginning June 4th, indoor capacity limits are 

set to be lifted entirely. As NJ transitions out 

of the pandemic, reopenings and their 

successes will give opinions on in-person 

learning a more optimistic outlook.    

Mrs. Alimonti, a psychology teacher at 

EBHS, said, “There will definitely be an 

adjustment period in the fall, as students will 

have to wake up and get ready for, and travel 

to school. I'm confident, however, that we will 

all make the necessary adjustment, and benefit 

from returning to a more normal, in-person 

learning environment.”

    

 

     Many colleges, including Rutgers and NJIT, 

are making it mandatory for all its students 

and staff to be vaccinated. NJ already requires 

students to receive numerous vaccines in order 

to attend school - it is a possibility that a 

COVID vaccine mandate for staff and students 

will be established in the coming months for 

those in public schools. 

     EBHS is also adopting a full time block 

schedule in the fall, with 82 minute periods, 15 

_______________________________________

    rights of individuals. 

     When asked about the topic of vaccine 

passports, Sean Chen, a sophomore at EBHS, 

said, “It should only serve as a means for 

lighter restrictions for the person involved, 

and those that do not have it should have to 

follow all quarantine restrictions laid down.” 

     With trust now a major factor to consider 

when it comes to mask-wearing, individual 

responsibility is of the utmost importance. 

Nonetheless, it goes without saying that the 

country is in a much better place than it was a 

year ago.

by Karis Mao and Olivia Woodard

With a new mask mandate in place, it is 

inevitable that schools will fully reopen for the 

2021-22 school year. Those who are fully 

vaccinated are not required to wear a mask in 

most indoor public spaces, making the 

transition to in-person learning much 

smoother. 

  In late May, Governor Phil Murphy 

announced that remote learning will no 

longer be an option for the 2021-22 school 

year. While making the decision, Murphy 

considered the fact that those who are twelve 

and older are eligible to be vaccinated, and 

that it is highly likely the age restriction will 

be lowered come September. Murphy said he 

is confident in getting “back fully in person, 

safely, with the right protocols in place.” 

New Jersey has been making progress 

against COVID-19 at a steady rate, with 

positive cases now reaching all time lows. 
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HealthDay
A combination of new mask mandates and safety protocols will 
accompany the transition to in-person learning in September



for classwork, sophomore Adi Beniluz sees 

blocking as an opportunity for a balanced 

schedule. Beniluz said, “It will distribute 

testing more evenly and will result in less 

homework. This allows more time for 

extracurriculars compared to when we were 

responsible for completing work for all eight 

classes daily.”  

     The next school year will certainly be 

different for staff and students alike, but 

lessons learned from the pandemic, openness 

to change, and the struggle endured over the 

past year will only make EBHS stronger with 

hopes of a successful return.  

 

_______________________________________

emotions.”

     Those emotions resonated especially with 

teenagers. “I love how I’m able to tangle my 

individual memories with her music, tying it 

closer to me,” said EBHS sophomore Hanna 

Lee. “I felt heartbreak, jealousy, fear, anger, 

and even remorse. It was a rollercoaster. It 

made me realize that I’m not the only 

teenager feeling these kinds of things. It’s 

comforting.”

Rodrigo’s status as a young breakout 

star has served as inspiration for many young 

people as well. “It’s admirable how Olivia 

    

by Shohini Mitra

Feeling sour? Well Olivia Rodrigo’s new 

album might be just what you’re looking for. 

     After the immense success of her hit single, 

“Drivers License,” back in January, Rodrigo’s 

debut album, Sour, has reached new heights. 

Since its release on May 21, Rodrigo has 

already compiled a massive fanbase on 

numerous platforms like Instagram and 

TikTok. According to The New York Times, 

Sour made 295,000 US sales in its debut week, 

making it the biggest album release of the 

year. All eleven tracks on the album were at 

the top of Billboard’s charts, and Rodrigo’s 

third single off the album, “Good 4 U,” is 

currently the number one global song on 

music services such as iTunes and Spotify.

Written in the throes of heartbreak, 

Sour was based on Rodrigo’s own pain after 

an emotional breakup. "I'm a very 

in-the-present songwriter," Rodrigo said. "I 

write songs when I'm in the depths of my 
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Olivia Rodrigo’s Debut Album: Sour’s Sweet Success

Geffen Records/Olivia Rodrigo
Olivia Rodrigo in her viral “Good 4 U” music video

minute homeroom, and alternating A and B 

days. While some students and staff are 

hesitant about the new schedule's 

effectiveness, others feel optimistic about the 

change. 

     For sophomore Snigdha Jakka, she expects 

a tough transition from the regular schedule, 

but is excited for the change. Jakka said, “In 

the past year, having half my classes one day 

and the other half the next day made it easier 

to be organized and get my work done. It is 

hard, though, sitting still for almost an hour 

for a single class.” 

     Aside from having more organization

 



continues to be a role model for our 

generation even though she’s our age,” said 

EBHS sophomore Emilie Lee. Rodrigo’s talent 

has even garnered recognition from 

inspirations of her own, including Taylor 

Swift.

     Following such a groundbreaking start to 

her career, fans are excited to see what will 

come next for the young singer.

    

by Julie Kim

With over 100 billion views across all 

platforms, Friends remains one of television’s 

biggest hits, and for the millions of fans who 

have been clamoring for a reunion for years, 

their wish was finally granted.

     “Friends: The Reunion” began streaming 

on HBO Max on May 27. According to 

Variety, the special was viewed by an 

estimated 29% of U.S. streaming households 

on its release day alone. 

     From revisiting original sets and sharing 

behind-the-scenes memories to interacting 

with former guest stars and doing table-reads 

of the show’s most iconic episodes, the Friends 

cast took viewers on a nostalgic trip to the 

past. However, you didn’t have to have grown 

up in the 90s to love this reunion.

     “It’s crazy to me that Friends is so iconic 

that people of all generations can enjoy it,” 

said EBHS sophomore and avid Friends fan 

Brooke Lahr. “Parents can watch it with their 

kids and everyone would still be interested. 

Enjoying and liking the show is like finding 

common ground with the people older than 

us.”

     After a decade’s length of air time, Friends 

managed to set new standards for friendship, 

something reflected not just by the characters 

but by the cast themselves. 

     “The reunion was a representation of not 

just their success but also the special 

chemistry the six main characters had,” said 

EBHS sophomore Hailey Kim. “Watching 

[the reunion], I realized even after years apart, 

these actors have created such an amazing 

bond that allows them to create a great 

synergy, instantly.”

     

     With its crazy antics and touching life 

lessons, Friends was truly a one-of-a-kind 

show. With the reunion special now available 

for streaming, we hope that the cast won’t 

stay “on a break” for too much longer.

by Raul Martinez

With only four months left to go, the NFL 

season will kick off on September 9th, 2021. As 

all NFL teams are looking to dethrone the 

reigning super bowl champs, the 2021 season 

will bring new challengers for the Tampa Bay 

Buccaneers.
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         Both conferences have great contenders to 

win it all this year. While Tom Brady and the 

Buccaneers are looking to repeat their recent 

win, there is no clear favorite. Expect some 

wild surprises and upsets, as it will be anyone's 

game to hold up the Vince Lombardi Trophy.

by Jarod Struminger

Any die-hard NBA fan has had this 

conversation at least once: who is the greatest 

player of all time? There are two players that 

are always in the top 3 choices and are often 

evenly split between the first and second spot: 

Michael Jordan and LeBron James. 

Michael Jordan

     Michael Jordan played in the NBA for 15 

seasons. During this time period, he won 6 

NBA championships, 5 MVPs, 6 Finals MVPs, 

14 All-Star Game selections, and Rookie of the 

Year. (Basketball-Reference). This catalog of 

hardware is among the most impressive ever 

collected by one player over their career. 

Michael Jordan’s most impressive stat is that 

he went 6-0 in the NBA Finals, not losing 

once. While averaging 30 points a game for 

the majority of his career, Jordan continued 

his dominance on the other end of the floor 

with his defense, leading him to be named to 

the All NBA defense team 9 times. The one 

drawback that many Jordan haters point to is 

his off-the-court issues. During the COVID 

lockdown in 2020, “The Last Dance”, a 

Michael Jordan documentary, revealed hidden 

     For the NFC, we look into some familiar 

faces to come out of the conference, such as 

the Los Angeles Rams with their new starting 

quarterback, Matthew Stafford. Steven Chase, 

an EBHS junior and NFL fan, said, "The 

Rams are looking good this year with their 

new quarterback, though their biggest 

challenger will be the Green Bay Packers." 

Since the Packers team is impressive, 

especially with their MVP quarterback, Aaron 

Rodgers, the question still remains if a healthy 

49ers team is the favorite to represent the 

NFC. It all depends on which quarterback the 

49ers will start in the playoffs.

As for the AFC, the Kansas City Chiefs 

are aiming for a third consecutive Super Bowl 

appearance. However, players like Jared Allen 

from the Bills and Baker Mayfield from the 

Browns are looking for payback on the Chiefs, 

as they both lost to them in the playoffs. 

EBHS junior Zack McCue, a loyal Jets fan, 

said, "I predict both the Bills and the Browns 

will give the Chiefs some trouble, though 

watch out for the Ravens." Former NFL MVP 

Lamar Jackson is still trying to find his 

rhythm in the playoffs, and this year he can't 

show it.
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Logos-world
The logo for next year’s Super Bowl, which will take place in 
Los Angeles

A Goat vs A King:
Who is the Best?



Medium
The biggest what if matchup in basketball history often sparks 
heated debate

championships is impressive by itself, James is 

4-6 in the finals. This record is less than ideal, 

especially for someone considered to be the 

greatest player of all time. When asked about 

this stat, junior James Sparrow III said, “Yes, 4 

for 10 is not a good percentage, but it is 

unheard of to make it to 10 finals. Only like 3 

or 4 other guys have done it.” After a quick 

check on LandofBasketball.com, only Bill 

Russell, Sam Jones, and Kareem Abdul Jabbar 

have been to as many or more finals as LeBron 

James.

_______________________________________

facts about Jordan and his interaction with 

teammates, namely Scottie Pippen and Dennis 

Rodman. Jordan was painted as a tyrant, 

demanding success from his teammates and 

not caring about them as people. Another 

pressing matter was Jordan’s constant 

gambling problem that many believe resulted 

in a suspension, covered up as a year of minor 

league baseball. EBHS junior Matthew Mahler 

is willing to look past these issues. “The 

question is who is the best NBA player of all 

time. It doesn’t matter what he did off the 

floor. He was scoring 30 a night.” Many 

Jordan fans share a similar mindset. 

Lebron James

    LeBron James was destined for greatness 

before his career even started. Being on the 

cover of Sports Illustrated with the title “The 

Chosen One” while still in high school, James 

had a great reputation to live up to, but he has 

proven himself time and time again. . In year 

18, Lebron has 4 NBA championships, 4 MVPs 

4 finals MVPs, and 17 All-Star appearances. 

While not averaging 30 points a game like 

Jordan, James’ 27 PPG (Points per Games) 

and 7 APG (Assists Per Game) are still as great 

in a modern era more focused on 3 point 

shooting. While even the strongest Jordan 

supporters acknowledge James is a better 3 

point shooter and playmaker, no one can deny 

that Jordan is the more dominant scorer. Like 

Jordan, James has his own drawbacks that are 

often brought up during this debate. In 

LeBron’s case, it has to do with his finals 

record. While winning 4 NBA  
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Most Likely to 
Become Internet Famous

Benjamin Lipman & Shresta Belede

Most Likely to 
Become a Millionaire

Abigail Portnoy & Tarun Sivakumar

Most Likely to 
Become a Famous Actor/Actress

Jordan Williams & Anna Cibrian

Most Likely to
Win a Nobel Prize in Science

Joshua Yi & Rachel Yan

Senior Superlatives
2021
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Best Dancer
 Jesse Kohn & Kaitlyn Zebro

Most Athletic
Angelina Martinez & Zachary Zebro

Most School Spirit
Jacqueline Gerace & Matthew Minikel

Most Likely to be Elected President
Gavin March & Rachel Kitto

Most Friendly
Dominic Sclafani & Jenna Zadotti

Best Sense of Humor
Michaela Tapia & Luke Girtanner
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Most Artistic
Fiona Liu & Zilei Zheng

Best Dressed
Julie Ham & Sreyansh Biswal

Most Musically Talented
Jackson Flower & Vritika Thadhani

Most Likely to Publish a Bestseller
Carley Doktorski & Aaron Zhu

Most Tech Savvy
Rachel Ai & Bhaskar Jain

Most Likely to Survive on a Deserted Island
Emily Razak & Alexander Zargo
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Best Friends
Kee Hahn & Sumedh Gowda

Cutest Couple
Adia Win & Joseph Goeller

Favorite Teacher
Mr. Mondesir & Mrs. Kenny-Stein



Our Retiring Faculty

Barbara Chernick
Kathy Dynarski

Terri Forur
Louise Jasko

Lynn Kapusta
Annagrace Kasten
Donna Lenahan

Marjorie LoPresti
Lois Moskowitz

Lucy Nodar
Linda O’Kane
Diane Shinkle

Thank you for everything! 
We will miss you!
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Our Graduating Clarion Staff

Carley Doktorski
Editor-in-Chief, 2020-2021
Opinions Editor, 2019-2020
New York University

Julia Maling
Editor-in-Chief, 2020-2021
Entertainment Editor, 
2019-2020
Fordham University

Srinidhi Ayalasomayajula
Executive Assistant Editor, 
2020-2021
Opinions Editor, 2019-20
Rutgers University

Clara Lee
Executive Assistant Editor, 
2020-2021
Entertainment Editor, 
2019-2020
Cornell University

Rothela Samadi
Executive Assistant Editor, 
2020-2021
News Editor, 2019-2020
Rutgers University

Hannah Junn
Visual Editor, 2020-2021, 
2019-2020
Colby College

Grace Wang
Entertainment Editor, 
2020-2021
Northeastern University

Nikhita Iyengar
Opinions Editor, 
2020-2021
Seton Hall University
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We love you guys! 
Best of luck on all your endeavors!

Aaron Zhu
News Editor, 
2020-2021
Columbia University

Mara Zaki
Features Editor, 
2020-2021
Bard College

Minta Caune
Sports Editor, 
2020-2021
American University

Benjamin Kim
Sports Editor, 
2020-2021
Rutgers University

Kaitlyn Liu
Visual Editor, 
2019-2020
Carnegie Mellon University

Shreya Rajeswaran
Features Editor, 
2019-2020
Northeastern University

Rohit Narla
Sports Editor, 
2019-2020
Rutgers University


